
MANOS LIBRE VIURA – SAUVIGNON BLANC 

Varietal: 60% Viura, 40%Sauvignon Blanc 

Vintage: 2021 

Origin: VDLT Castilla, Spain 

TASTING NOTES 

Clear pale yellow with golden rim. Clean medium intense aromas reminiscent 

of yellow grapefruit, peaches and gooseberries. There are nice hints of grass 

that add complexity. The wines is refreshing as it coats the palate with a long aftertaste. 

FOOD MATCH 

Well-structured with good acidity and balance, which make this wine a perfect complement to grilled fish 

or seafood, as well as with noodle dishes. 

AWARDS 

The Drinks Business: 90p (2019) 

Gilbert&Gaillard International Challenge: GOLD (2019) 

Gilbert&Gaillard International Challenge: 90p (2020) 

 

ABOUT THE PRODUCER 

Hammeken Cellars is a modern and innovative producer of Spanish wines, with a portfolio focused on branded products 

developed through the understanding of consumers’ needs. Their wines gather the best of the Spanish local grapes and 

traditions, with the winemaking style and techniques of the "New World". The result is a distinctive collection of wines, 

modern, fruit forward, fresh and easy to understand. Hammeken Cellars is deeply concerned about the environment, 

working with organizations such as Plastic Change and Goodwings. Currently more than 42% of the company's production is 

organic. 

The Manos Libre product line offers low-intervention wines that are organically produced, vegan friendly, and meet the 

highest quality standards. The name Manos Libre means “hands-free”, and invites the consumer to try the winemaker’s 

exclusive interpretation of organic wines, aimed to free spirits, willing to live new experiences with arms wide open. 

VINEYARDS & VINIFICATION  

The vineyards used for this wine are at 600-800 m above sea level (2,000-2,625 ft), and with an age  of the vines of 12-15 

years. Head trained, spur bush vines. Continental climate with long, hot summer, harvest first half of September. 

Temperature controlled fermentation at 13-16°C (55-60°F). 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Certifications: Made with organic grapes 

ALC: 13% 

RS: 3.3 g/L 

Packaging: Glass bottle of 750 ml with screw cap 

Bottles per case: 12 


